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Early Experience in Semantics: 
The Semantic Sea Ice Interoperability 
Initiative
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SSIII works to make Arctic data more useful 
to more people.  
 
	 Extend a network of Arctic data and systems and harmonize metadata. 
	 Create integrative sea ice ontologies and encourage their use. 
	 Improve the discovery, understanding, and use of sea ice data.  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We focus first on sea ice data, because sea 
ice is a fundamental, integrative component 
of the Arctic system that is undergoing rapid 
change.



We begin with research and operational 
shipping perspectives and then explore 
how or whether we can incorporate local 
knowledge and other ways of knowing.



SSIII Objectives

• Extend, strengthen, and enhance the interoperability of the established and 
growing network of the IPY Data and Information Service and Polar 
Information Commons.


• Develop a detailed, yet broad, sea ice ontology linked to relevant marine, 
polar, atmospheric, and global ontologies and semantic services.


• Explicitly incorporate elements of local and traditional Arctic knowledge in the 
ontology.


• Provide NSIDC sea ice data using the ontology and encourage the use and 
evolution of the ontology by others.


• Integrate the sea ice ontology into developing global and polar ontologies and 
related semantic frameworks.


• Improve the discovery, understanding, and use of sea ice data by enabling 
faceted searches in existing and developing search interfaces.



Modern informatics enables a new scale-
free** framework approach



• Use cases
–requirements

• Stakeholders 
–Virtual org.

• Distributed 
authority

• Access control
• Ontologies
• Maintaining 

Identity
Where SSII 
is now



SSIII Notional Architecture



Operational Perspective A Coast Guard Icebreaker cutting 
a path for a tanker to get fuel to 
the iced in city of Nome, Alaska.
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Use Case 1: 
When can a ship get from the U.S. west coast 
through the Bering Strait to the North Slope of 
Alaska – Barrow-Prudhoe Bay?

Goal: To provide seasonal ‘outlooks’ and forecasts for opening week dates for 
non-ice-strengthened vessel operations through the Bering Strait with 
destination of the North Slope of Alaska with the result of probabilistic range of 
days for safe passage along with duration of applicability (e.g. week plus or 
minus). Provide these seasonal outlooks initially 3 months in advance. Generate 
and maintain forecasts of when sea ice conditions affect safe ship passage 1-2 
(up to 7) days in advance.



SSIII Use Case 1—Shipping Forecast for Barrow-Prudhoe Bay



Research Perspective
How is the changing sea ice 
affecting the ice-albedo 
feedback?
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Use Case 2: 
Improved parameterization of factors affecting the 
spectral albedo of the Arctic Ocean.

Goal: The Arctic sea ice cover is changing due to decreases in thickness, age, 
and area; changes in snow cover, surface-melt, and ice surface topography; 
increases in the length of the melt season; new importance of seasonal ice; and 
increased importance of events such as rain on snow and “snow ice” 
formation. The goal here is to develop an improved parameterization of the 
factors that affect surface visible and near-IR band albedo for the Arctic Ocean, 
so that global climate models can more accurately account for these changes.



SSIII Use Case 2—Parameterization factors for Spectral Albedo of 
Arctic Sea Ice
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The Local Indigenous Perspective

•earlier break up / later freeze up (2-3 weeks each)
•increased weather variability / traditional forecasts no 
longer work
•sea ice thinner; poorly formed (poor strength/integrity)
•seasonal calendar off; some names no longer apply
•etc. etc.



Initial sea ice concept map



• Invited:

• Sea ice remote sensing scientist - Walt Meier

• Sea ice modeler - Marike Holland

• Sea ice operations - Pablo Clemente-Colon

• Sea ice observer - Don Perovich

• Spent two days iterating between the use cases and 
concept maps

The first workshop



• This:


• Determine when sea ice conditions are optimal to send a resupply ship 
into Barrow (or Thule or wherever).


• Became:


• Provide  seasonal ‘outlooks’ and forecasts for opening week dates for 
non-ice-strengthened vessel operations through the Bering Strait with 
destination of the North Slope of Alaska with the result of probabilistic 
range of days for safe passage along with duration of applicability (e.g. 
week plus or minus, duration). Provide these seasonal outlooks initially 3 
months in advance. Generate and maintain forecasts of when sea ice 
conditions affect safe ship passage 1-2 (up to 7) days in advance.

The first workshop





The first workshop



Identification of an important boundary object



Example sea ice chart with egg codes



The “Egg Code”

Total Concentration (in tenths or a range)

Partial Concentration for different thicknesses (in tenths)
Stage of Development for different thicknesses 
(codes for defined terms partially based on thickness, 
e.g. “nilas”, “first year”, “multi-year”)

Form of ice  (codes for defined terms largely based on 
floe size, e.g. “pancake”, “vast ice floe”)

Relates to the “WMO Sea Ice Nomenclature”



Egg Code - First Attempt



Egg Code - Second Attempt



Egg Code - Third Attempt



Egg Code - What that looks like when you use real numbers



Creating the ontologies

• Protege is not really 
ready for prime time

• Meant for experts

• Not very stable or reliable

• End up editing the files 
manually fairly often

• Examples:

• Edit in Manchester ontology 
language

• Save in Owl



• Making 
ontologies 
accessible to 
real users

Expert Review





What's Next?

• Operational use case

• Install development version of Virtuoso triple store


• Run script to load Virtuoso with NSIDC Sigrid 3 data


• Make endpoint publicly accessible


• SJSK how best to "model the model"

• Peter Pulsifer working on incorporating traditional 
knowledge into the ontology suite



General Thoughts

• Semantics is still in the wild-wild-west stages

• Vocabularies are a good way to start

• Ontologies are never done...

• Hard to make progress with only very part time staff

• This stuff is fun!



Questions?
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